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Lesson 2 
QUIZ 

Word List 
1. antagonize 6. antisocial
2. antebellum 7. arrogant
3. antechamber 8. articulate
4. antibiotic 9. atrocious
5. antidote 10. audit

Part I:  Fill in the blank in each sentence with the correct lesson word. 

1. It is difficult for people with a speech problem to __________________________certain
words.

2. Gone with the Wind is a novel about the _______________________________South.

3. Warren always eats lunch by himself and is usually _____________________________

for most of the school day.

4. Alex‘s frantic mother called the poison control center in search of an _______________

for ingested oven cleaner.

5. The accountants prepared their records for the annual __________________________.

6. He cruelly continued to ______________________________the sleepy, cranky baby by

tickling its feet.

7. The _________________________________prescribed by the doctor was unbelievably

expensive.

8. Before  being  escorted  into  an elegant dining room, the guests waited in a small, bleak

________________________________,

9. The weather was __________________________the whole time we were at the beach.

10. Darren  usually  loses  his  temper  when  no  one  will  accept  his suggestions, and this

_____________________________attitude prevents him from working well with others.

Name
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Part II:  Lesson 1 Review:  From the parentheses, choose the word or phrase that is a synonym for or 

        has the same meaning as the lesson word and write it in the blank. 

11. Mr. Parker‘s remark was absurd___________________________, causing tempers to 

flare.   (difficut, pointless, ridiculous)        

12. If we adhere _____________________________to our original plan, we will eventually 

solve our problem.  (stick to,   change,    adjust)

13. The Senator‘s stand on the issue caused adverse ____________________________ 

reactions among his constituents.  (supportive,    hostile,    effective)

14. Many affluent ____________________________individuals both support and work for 

worthwhile charities.  (nearby,    skillful,    wealthy)

15. The article was poorly written, making its intended message ambiguous _________. 

   (unclear,   formal,    slow) 

Part III:   Write the Latin prefix found in each of the following words.  From the definitions in parentheses 

       after the word,  choose its correct meaning and write it in the blank. 

16. antifreeze ____________________________________________________________
(almost freezing,  prevent freezing,  before freezing) 

17. auditorium ___________________________________________________________
   (loud sounds,    a zone of quiet,    a large building where people go to hear 

plays, music, etc.) 

18. antedate _____________________________________________________________
(dated ahead of time,   against dating,   not dating) 

19. audio-visual__________________________________________________________
(equipment that produces sound and/or pictures,    sound without pictures, 

pictures with no sound) 
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Part IV:  Fill in each blank with the adverbial form of each lesson word. 

20. He reacted (antisocial) _____________________________________to their offers of
friendship.

21. She defended herself (articulate) ___________________________________in court.

22. The little girl stamped her food (arrogant) __________________________ and refused

to share her toys.

23. The evil doctor laughed (atrocious) ________________________________________

and continued with his experiment,

Part V:  Fill in each blank with the correct form of the verb. 

24. The supervisor (antagonize) _________________________________so many workers

that most of them walked out of the factory in disgust.

25. Samuel is (audit)  _____________________________two chemistry courses at a local

college during his summer vacation.
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